How you can help the
Army of Toy Soldiers:
Enlist on
WWW.TOYSOLDIERSUNITE.COM
Encourage others to join!
Dream, imagine, create!
Join invasions, go on missions!
Help others find their creative spark!
Create your own Propaganda!

... and HAVE FUN!

“United we stand, divided we fall.”
This saying has been with us for generations. Only when we unite in spirit,
can we truly cope with the challenges
we face. With all of us together we have
and will make one heck of a difference
in this world!
People all around the globe strive for
the very same, big goal: HAPPINESS.
Everyone of us wants to be happy,
but many don’t even know how. It is
something we all need: The ability to
be happy, to have FUN, to be able to
embrace our passions and to achieve
our dreams and desires. To live a fuller
life and leave others happy on our
way. No other creature on this earth
has our innate ability to CREATE. We
have such magnificent potential that
just lies dormant in so many of us.

loneliness and tear down the walls
that separate us from each other with
fun and inventiveness. Toy Soldiers
around the entire globe are using their
talents and imagination for the good
cause. We create art, music, inventions;
things of all shapes, colours and sizes.
We organise charity events and get
together for invasions to spread the
fun and passion everywhere. Together,
we can make happiness a reality for
everyone!
Toy Soldiers Unite is where we gather
to share dreams, thoughts and ideas,
and help others to fulfil that fantastic potential that slumbers in all of us.
We are an army, a community, and a
movement that has spread world wide
and still continues to grow!
Join us today and be part of a community that creates a better world for
ourselves and those around us. Help
us, not to take over the world, but to
MAKE OVER THE WORLD and to create a Utopian Playland! Help us create
a place where every single person can
say - with all honesty and sincerity that they are happy.

The Army of Toy Soldiers recognises
that potential in all of us. We can create entire worlds in our minds, come
up with ideas that have never been
thought before, and build the world
those new ideas describe. We can
achieve the ability to manifest them
into reality. We, as a community, strive
to nurture passion and talent in everyone. We fight boredom, sadness and And HAVE FUN!
Join us on www.toysoldiersunite.com

